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To God,
who has been our inspiration

and best conversation.



“This beautiful work of art offers a hospitable space to get in touch with 
our hearts—both God’s and ours. As I read its poems and mused over its 
pictures, they guided my heart towards God’s. This journal will help to 
return us to God and our truest selves in Him.”

Rev Dr Jimmy Tan Boon Chai
Chaplain & Lecturer, Trinity Theological College

“The process of collaboration between artists is often challenging. It’s not 
about executing your own creative vision anymore but about co-creating 
with another. So I love it when artists decide to bring their different 
creative gifts to the table and create from a place of surrender. This is 
when you know the expressions that flow are life-giving. I will personally 
enjoy spending time reflecting upon the poems and artworks, while 
journaling my own conversations with God. Thank you for sharing your 
perspectives and conversations with us and inspiring us to continue this 
pursuit.”

Katharyn Peh 白艺灵
Arts Professional

“In fast-paced Singapore, it is challenging to live a life of faith with 
constant reflection and deep contemplation. Kenny and Wendy’s creative 
use of poetry and art is a much welcomed invitation to readers to enjoy 
deeper encounters with God and fresh dimensions of biblical truths.”

Peter Ong Boon Kwee
Former Head of Singapore Civil Service

“Reading this made me feel like I was on a half-day retreat.”

Ps Lee Kok Wah
The Bible Church, Singapore



“This book is like a private liturgy. As the creators use their works to 
direct us towards reflection in Christ, they also leave us tender spaces 
for us to express our responses. I think this is a very sweet project and I 
can imagine it as a lovely gift for young believers. I would get this for my 
children!”

Dawn Fung
Folk Singer-Songwriter

“The pairings of words and collage art in this book are a gift of 
blessedness from Kenny and Wendy. The viewing experience is a visio 
divina, captivating and profound. May we too rediscover the transcendent 
beauty, truth, and goodness of God in His word and practise His presence 
daily.”

Aaron Lee
Co-Founder, Laniakea Culture Collective



We are blessed by God’s faithfulness and provision 
through family and friends who have accompanied us 
in the creation of this journal. Our special thanks go to:

Wendy
Andrew & Rebecca Chew, Ps Danny Goh, Ps Lee Kok Wah, 
Sisters Louisa Lim and Marilyn Lim, Seah Chiew Kwan & 
Roy Phua, Kris Tay, Francis Viscount, and Wong See Kar: 
Th ank you for precious conversations on human and Divine 
friendship, brokenness and beauty, solitude and community, 
living and dying. You have added layers of meaning to the 
paper collages in profound ways. Th ank you to Seah Jiak 
Choo, for truth-fi lled conversations and Bible classes that 
planted seeds of inspiration for a number of paper collages.

Kenny
To my friends who have and continue to read my 
ruminations aloud or silently; to those who discern through 
my bewildered garble and whisper gracious clarity; to 
my co-sojourners in this cathartic journey. Th ank you.

We are also grateful to friends and colleagues for their 
input on the manuscript: Betty Choo, Cheryl Chung, 
Dr. June Gwee, and Dr. Lai Pak-Wah. Th ank you for 
encouraging us by sharing your wisdom and refl ections.

Finally, our heartfelt and deepest appreciation to Bernice 
Lee-Tan and Evelyn Choo of Graceworks for having creative 
conversations with us: editing, designing, and shaping this 
journal with cheerful care and patient love, to give it a form 
and purpose beyond what we imagined possible.
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conversations with us: editing, designing, and shaping this 
journal with cheerful care and patient love, to give it a form 
and purpose beyond what we imagined possible.



“Can we do a project together? Your art pieces and my poems.”

It started with a text in October 2019, that grew into organic 
conversations about poetry and art. Conversations that led 
to the book you are now holding. Th is book also represents:

A space, where we sought His extravagant imagination. 
Scripture was a mirror that refl ected our stories back to 
us, even as we read and received God’s timeless narratives 
afresh. Looking to God through the lenses of poetry and 
art gave us courage to examine ourselves and our worlds: 
to be faithful to past experiences, attentive in present 
circumstances, and hopeful about future realities. As we 
looked at ourselves, we could not help but look to God 
again with astonishment, gratitude, and utter dependence. 
We recognised that “our words and pictures need the light / 
to capture what’s beyond mere sight.”1

A journey, where we explored our identities as “creating” 
beings made in the image of Creator God. We discovered 
that we needed to take our time and follow its rhythms. We 
learnt to rest when ideas needed to lie fallow; and to move 
freely when inspiration fl owed to new places. Creativity 
is possible in the mundane as well as in the panic of a 
pandemic; in waiting as much as in making. In our making, 
we learnt to encourage, challenge, and critique each other’s 
work.

In this space and journey, we have grown younger and 
wiser, more open and willing, and more trusting of God to 
lead us in His time. We invite you to converse with us as we 
converse with Him. Between these pages and beyond, we 
hope you will fi nd a space to enjoy a creative journey, and 
experience the joy of growing young.

Kenny & Wendy
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1 Tzu Pheng, Lee. Lambada by Galilee & Other Surprises. “Cathedral Windows.”  
 Singapore: Times Books International, 1997.
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From makeshift  bed I heard the news
Th e Rabbi’s here who touched the Jews
My only hope to walk again 
If only He could see my pain

Th e odds were great there was no way
For me to reach by end of day
But as my hope began to fade
My friends decided to invade

Th ey carried me up on the roof
And made a hole upon a groove
Th ey tied my crippled frame with rope
And lowered me in earnest hope

Th e crowd was angered by the four
‘Cos roof they used instead of door
But Rabbi stopped the noisy crowd
He walked to me and spoke aloud

“Forgiven are your sins, My son! 
Take up your mat, arise and run!”
I felt my strength return to me
My heart and spirit leapt so free!

So now I walk and share my tale
Of friends who cared and would not fail 
What Rabbi said has changed my life
Forgiven, no longer live in strife.
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Grateful 
For each new breath I take 
For each moment I’m awake 
I will treasure 

Th ankful 
For each touch of Your love
Each one a treasure trove 
Beyond measure 

Blissful 
Th at the knowledge of me
Can fi nd its rest in Th ee
Destiny sure

寻
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